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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) provides the transparent and seamless services to the deployed application. However, the IoT 

environment subjected to the challenge of the data security for the deployed environment. The presence of the IoT devices in the network 

comprises of the evolution, advancement and huge data for the frequent attackers in the network. The hackers of the IoT network uses the 

large number of data attacker to identify and collects the personal information and identity of the data. To make the IoT devices more 

manageable and secure for the different environment it is necessary to develop a appropriate security scheme. This paper proposed a 

Reconstructed Network Logic optimization (RNLO) model for the data security in IoT. The proposed RNLO model uses the reconstructed 

network logic features for the estimation of the features. Through the reconstructed algorithm the logic is characterized with the 

optimization model. The implementation of the optimization model uses the estimation of the node is attacker or not with the scoring value 

in the optimized values. To enhance the security the Arduino Duo based secure vaults is implemented in the proposed RNLO for the 

security improvement. The experimental analysis expressed that proposed RNLO model increases the attack prevention rate with the 

improved accuracy value of 99% which is ~5% higher than the existing attack detection techniques. 
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1. Intoduction 

The major challenge in using IoT is to provide transparent and 

maximum seamless service without security. The IoT devices 

evolution, advancement, and huge amount of data make the target 

of hacker’s frequent attacks [1]. The report of internet security 

threats says that the attackers require just 2 minutes of time to hack 

IoT devices. The attackers will collect the data and utilise the IoT 

devices as a botnet to generate a larger number of attacks. The 

physical objects will identify and share personal information about 

the user's daily life frequently [2]. So, it is required to check the 

security and privacy of applications based on IoT. The impact of 

the attacks on IoT devices will result in loss of life or disaster. The 

utilisation of IoT devices on unmanaged and managed 

environmental conditions increases the rate of complexity in terms 

of computing and communication systems [3]. Further, it increases 

the vulnerability of IoT devices, and the wireless data transmission 

makes the application of IoT meet the requirements of security in 

the internet and network of devices along with the security 

measures to check reliable and safe operations [4]. In the 

perspectives of privacy and security, the introduction of sensors 

and devices in intimate spaces like wearable devices, cars, and 

houses inject more security and privacy threats in the environment  

of IoT.  

 

Various cutting-edge technologies were developed, such as 

software-defined networking, big data analysis, cloud computing, 

and intelligent sensors to use every power of IoT [5]. But, these 

technologies for IoT are in the initial stage and need to be improved 

from the technical perspective. So, the new technologies include 

challenges in providing security and privacy issue [6]. The 

heterogeneous behaviour of IoT devices increases the security 

problems on the present internet. Most of the information used in 

IoT is personal data which needs to be protected for providing 

security. The perimeter defences are limited in the IoT 

environment. It will interpret and analyse the huge 26 structured 

and unstructured information in IoT devices to develop the 

instincts of security to provide an effective response for the 

defence to threats [7]. The conventional mechanism for providing 

security is not suitable in the environment of IoT because of its 

unique characters. 

As specified before, brilliant urban areas end up noticeably more 

quick witted due to the advance idea of computerized innovation, 

in which shrewd city is prepared with various electronic gear used 

by the different application [8], In this heterogeneous condition in 

term of articles highlights, donors, inspirations, security rules, and 

so forth unique inquiries emerges from a city domain, which need 

to respond . These are [9]: How to handle vulnerability prompted 

because of the ongoing and disconnected elements and guarantee 

the nature of data? How to make existing items more astute? Then 

again, how to outline new questions more intelligent in light of the 

client decision? How to empower items to respond as needs be as 

for setting? How to limit the cost of information gathering that is 

being created by a few gadgets? How to get an understanding into 

the information if information is gathered and going to preparing 

stage in a continuous? In view of the inquiries specified over, the 

keen city idea uses ICT in a way that could help the subjects in an 

extremely day life inside constrained assets. In addition, different 

association plan to build up a framework that utilizations propelled 

innovation by giving the productive administrations to their 

residents [10]. The larger part of these current innovations 
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comprises of cutting edge detecting abilities, stockpiling capacity 

for the remarkable volume of information, lastly, to get an 

understanding into the voluminous information. The common 

outline of the Internet of Things consolidates other than various 

passing on devices a cloud-based server plan, which is required to 

relate and perform remote data organization and tallies. Sensors, 

actuators, devices and furthermore individuals and programming 

administrators relate and grant data to execute specific endeavors 

or more refined business or particular structures [12]. The Internet 

of Things maps and arranges certifiable articles into the virtual 

world, and extends the relationship with adaptability systems, 

composed exertion candidly strong systems, additionally, 

structures and organizations for enormous data and cloud 

conditions. As the security is major concern this paper developed 

a secure vaults for the IoT environment to increase data security in 

the IoT network. The proposed model uses the reconstructed logic 

based optimization model for the secure data communication in the 

network. 

2. Related Works 

In [13] proposed a thought that in industry, there is, have to secure 

all the pertinent data, insights and information identified with the 

distinctive modern procedures, engines, machines and gadgets 

utilized in industry premises. This goes for controlled access, better 

efficiency and top notch consequences of mechanical items being 

made. For this reason, modern natural parameters checking and 

controlling is required. Web of Things (IoT) is quickly expanding 

innovation. IoT is the arrangement of physical things or things 

embedded with equipment, programming, sensors, and framework 

organize, which engages these articles to assemble and exchange 

data. In this article, they are developing a structure which will 

screen and control the cutting edge parameters using thought of 

IoT with remote devices, Android, and sensors. It is the best and 

by and large invaluable. So it has awesome social prospects. 

In [14] proposed a moved response for checking the surroundings 

conditions at a particular location and make the records discernible 

everywhere in the international. The development at the back of 

that is net of factors (IoT), that is an advanced and succesful 

response for associate the matters to the internet and to interface 

the whole universe of things in a framework. proper here matters 

might be a few element like virtual devices, sensors and car digital 

equipment. The device oversees searching and controlling the 

commonplace conditions like temperature, relative moistness, 

slight strength and CO degree with sensors and sends the 

information to the internet site internet page and a quick time later 

plot the sensor records as graphical bits of expertise. The 

information revived from the realized gadget can be open within 

the net from anywhere on the earth. 

In [15] arranged a framework and plan of street of a nation plays 

extremely essential or fundamental parts being developed and 

development in different field like financial, social, social and so 

on. So for better and fast development for any nation we should 

concentrate on street condition, plan of street, offices for client and 

terrible street organize overview in light of the fact that there are 

numerous issue faces by buildup individuals in their every day 

routine life. Some advanced creative system and strategy are 

already acquaint with make or develop street more astute and 

resolve all issue likes automobile overloads, mischances, wounds 

and deferral because of terrible street condition and so on. In this 

paper we are dealing with those strategies and systems that already 

present yet not get such a large amount of supportive as we 

acknowledged. So there is need of act of spontaneity in already 

strategies and techniques and acquaint some more methods with 

escape all issues however much as could be expected. 

In [16] developed a medicinal services benefits in light of Internet 

of Things (IOT) to vanquish the thoughtlessness of the present 

human administrations information system. The key innovations 

and improvement of savvy medicinal services administrations is 

displayed in perspective of appreciation of the suggestion and 

designing of shrewd social insurance. Commonly, as a result of 

distractedness of social insurance staff or of relatives it may 

happen that pharmaceutical isn't observed appropriately and it 

might prompt the reason of heart assault or other dangerous 

conditions. 

3. Estimation of Node with the Gate 

Interface System 

The deployed sensor nodes are evaluated based on the 

consideration of the substantial amount of node optimization in IoT 

environment. The developed model Reconstructed Network Logic 

optimization (RNLO) uses the substantial load in the systems. To 

reduce the overall load in the system the proposed RNLC uses the 

optimized system for the network maintenance. The proposed 

model uses the Arduino sensor are Dust Concentration Sensor 

(MQ135), Humidity Sensor (DHT11), Air Quality Index Sensor 

(MQ 135) and Voltage Level Sensor (ZMPT101B) are utilized. 

The data for processing is collected from the three sequential data 

with the interfaced MCU ESP8266 with the 600 different records 

and readings in the sensor unit. The proposed RNLO algorithm 

uses the hashing and merging process with the 512-big segments. 

Additionally, the four different buffers are utilized with the 32 bit 

size.  

The proposed model perform the 4 iteration with the utilization of 

the sub-blocks, buffer and fixed array number value of T[1] -> 

T[64]. The gated array blocks are denoted as the M[0] -> M[15] 

with the buffer value of B,C and D with the non-linear process. 

The four step iteration process are presented as follows:  

Iteration Count 1: (a AND b) OR ((NOT b) AND (c)) 

Iteration 2: (b AND c) OR (d AND (NOT c)) 

Iteration 3: b XOR c XOR d 

Iteration 4: c XOR (b OR (NOT d)) 

The proposed RNLO process with the selection of the header in the 

sequences are presented as the follows:  

 

Algorithm I: Reconstructed Network Logic Optimization 

Compute the present state of node 

       Construct a cluster with the header formation 

Perform the secure cluster Head selection  

Compute the node position 𝑁𝑖 =  {𝑛1, 𝑛2, … . . , 𝑛𝑛} with the 

estimation of the neighbours 𝑃𝑖 =  {𝑝1, 𝑝2, … . . , 𝑝𝑛} 

If  

            Size of the neighbor > volume of cluster 

    Modify the neighbor list based on volume cluster 

Arrange the list of neighbour as 𝑃𝑖  

Compute the every node “i" within the neighbour values 

If  

                   Neighbour value <=2/3 

then 

                       node is considered as mistrust nodes 

Compute the 𝑃𝑖 with the value of ct<0  

Categorize the every node either as normal or malicious based 

on probability 

else if 

                       Neighbour > 2 

Considered the node is normal  

Else if  

                Distance > size 

Enrol in the intruder list in the node 

Cluster head with the peak value of V 

 

The overall process architecture of the proposed RNLO is 

presented in figure 1 as follows:  
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Figure 1: Overall Flow of  RNLO 

The information about the sensor node are estimated based on the 

information data e (n). Based on the consideration of the array data 

dissimilarity data d (j). The features in the data were processed and 

evaluated using the equation (1) – (3)is 

𝑒1(𝑖) = 𝑒(𝑖 + 1) − 𝑑(𝑖), 𝑖 = 1,2, … … . . , 𝑛 − 1                                  (1) 

 

𝑒2(𝑖) = 𝑒1(𝑗 + 1) − 𝑑1(𝑖), 𝑖 = 1,2, … … . . , 𝑛 − 2                       (2) 

  

𝑒(𝑗) =  [𝑒2(𝑗)]2          (3) 

 

In the above equation the information data is represented as e (n) 

for the total n points in the sensor data those are squared with the 

dissimilarity value of d(j). The sensor data dissimilarity feature 

values for the peak overhead is estimated based on the threshold 

value of 3% maximal values. The proposed RNLO model 

comprises of the interval value time of ±75 ms. The every designed 

comprises of the ±75 ms windows.  

 

 

 

3.1 Arduino Uno Processor 

The RNLO model aimed to increases the security in the IoT 

environment with the use of the Arduino processor. The analysis 

is based on the consideration of the ATmega328 based 

microcontroller board with the 14 digit input and output pins. In 

this the 16 pins are uses as the analog input and frequency 

operation of 16MHz with the USB connection. The connected 

USB-to-serial converter with the Arduino 1.0 were presented in the 

table 1.  

Table 1: Configuration of the Arduino 

Name of Microcontroller ATmega328 

Voltage utilized for 

operation 

5V 

Input Voltage Range 7-12V & 6-

20V 

I/O Pins 14  

Input Pins (analog form)  6 

I/O Pin for DC current 40 mA 

DC Current pin 50 mA 

Flash Memory 32 KB  

SRAM 2 KB  

EEPROM 1 KB  

Clock Speed 16 MHz 

 

The selected Uno Arudino model comprises of the reference 

version of the processors in the forward direction based in the 

Arduino series. The power supply of the USB connector is 

provided with the external source supply.  

4. Analysis with the Arduino Vault for security 

The proposed RNLO model comprises of the database to evaluate 

the vector values collected from the different sensor nodes. The 

process of data collected from the sensor nodes were evaluated 

with the 500Hz for the 20sec. In table 2 the data set features for the 

collected data form the sensor for the bits 14 are presented.  

Table 2: Estimation of bits in Arduino 

DCT, Q bits=14, Samples=43200, Time = 2 mins 

Data  UPRD=0.5 UPRD=1 UPRD=2 UPRD=3 

BPRD QPRD CR BPRD QPRD CR BPRD QPRD CR BPRD QPRD CR 

120 0.42 0.49 15.67 1.04 1.45 34.74 1.99 1.94 48.56 1.98 3.04 48.76 

130 0.48 0.43 11.83 1.03 1.35 30.56 1.98 1.98 43.64 1.87 3.16 36.54 

150 0.53 0.48 12.67 1.07 1.55 19.57 1.98 1.96 19.56 2.78 3.25 23.67 

200 0.51 0.46 12.87 1.84 1.78 17.56 1.99 1.99 20.97 2.57 2.97 26.45 

230 0.53 0.47 11.63 1.45 1.35 19.68 1.99 1.96 23.45 2.79 2.86 22.45 

250 0.53 0.46 11.46 1.78 1.80 21.35 1.98 2.06 20.86 2.45 2.65 25.95 

260 0.54 0.49 12.45 1.63 1.45 18.56 1.99 2.07 19.74 2.86 3.36 23.46 

270 0.53 0.53 11.73 1.43 1.34 13.63 1.99 2.06 23.46 2.58 3.07 28.46 

280 0.52 0.54 11.93 1.39 1.87 14.56 1.98 2.18 22.78 2.59 3.14 22.78 

290 0.51 0.56 11.96 1.04 1.34 19.56 1.99 2.08 26.54 2.86 3.67 28.56 
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The evaluation is based on the consideration of the quantization 

bits denoted as Q bits; User defined PRD as UPR, PRD before the 

quantization is represented as BPRD and PRD value after the 

quantization process is denoted as QPRD and Compression Ratio 

is stated as CR. With the secure vaults in the Arduino the proposed 

RNLO model features are evaluated for the duration of 2 minutes 

with the data sample of 43200 with the quantization threshold 

value of 14-bits.  

Initially, with the Arduino vaults for the secure communication in 

the IoT environment accuracy is computed as in equation (4) 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                           (3) 

The figure 3 provides the graphical representation of the measured 

accuracy for the different secure vaults with the proposed Arduino 

vaults with the RNLO model.

 

Figure 2: Comparison of Accuracy

The experimental analysis of the accuracy demonstrated that 

proposed RNLO secure vaults scheme for the Arudino provides the 

accuracy value of 99% which is significantly higher than the SVM, 

Sparse SVM and Sparse FFNN.  

Sensitivity is the parameter involved in the positive prediction of 

the variables with the estimation of the features with the 

identification of the points in the system. The sensitivity of the 

model is computed using the equation (5) 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                                                       (5) 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of Sensitivity                                              Figure 4: Comparison of Specificity 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of Error Rate
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The comparative examination of the sensitivity and specificity 

expressed that the proposed RNLO secure vault model with the 

Arudino exhibits the higher security value than the conventional 

techniques. The sensitivity of the proposed RNLO model is 

achieved as the 99% and the specificity value of the model is 

achieved as the 99.6% which is significantly higher than the 

existing techniques. Similarly in figure 5 the estimated error rate 

for the proposed RNLO model is presented. The comparative 

examination expressed that the error rate for the proposed RNLO 

model is significantly minimal than the existing techniques.  

Through the analysis it is concluded that the proposed RNLO 

model with the Arudino secure vault exhibits significant security 

for the IoT applications. 

5. Conclusion 

IoT is emerging field for the different application scenario for the 

effective functionality and the performance. However, the 

conventional IoT system subjected to the challenges associated 

with the security. To withstand the security challenges associated 

with the IoT system this paper uses the Arduino vaults secure 

model for the IoT applications. The developed model RNLO 

estimates the position of the nodes with the reconstructed 

optimization model. The security in the proposed model is 

improved with the Arduino Duo processor. The experimental 

analysis expressed that proposed RNLO model with Arduino 

achieves the higher accuracy value of 99% compared with the 

existing security technique. The performance of the proposed 

RNLO model is ~5% higher than the existing SVM, Sparse and 

FFNN model. 
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